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250 plus attendance 
 

43 stalls 
 

A national award for 
KFTRA 

 
Attendance by the 
leader of Kirklees 
Council 

 
Stalls showcasing TRA 
activities 

 
Tenants, residents and 
lease holders working 
together with partners 
who provide their 
services 

All in the same boat 



Theme: All in the Same Boat 
Services and individuals making the most of reduced budgets  
 

Aim: The event should be an entertaining day for all participants to explore the services 
that are available to them and for participants to contribute towards the better delivery 
of those services.  

The focus was around the outdoor environment and on making the best of reduced budgets 
both for service providers and for individuals and households. 

How did we address the issues: 
Individuals and households having less money? 
The main key note speakers came from three agencies to give their specialist knowledge on 
forth coming benefits changes that will effect our communities 
Stalls from agencies like Kirklees Passport, Citizens Advice, KNH Debt Advice and Trading 
Standards were on hand to give advice to those affected by reduced incomes and its knock 
on effects. 
 
Agencies having less money: 
Afternoon workshops and stalls gave officers from the Council, KNH and  other service 
providers a chance to find out what the hard working volunteers of the Tenants movement 
have to offer to make estates better places to live and tenants representatives got the chance 
to see what these service providers were up against and to explore the best ways of working 
together. 
 
An entertaining day: 
Better places to live is a long day and it is important that volunteers giving thier spare time 
don’t  feel  like  it  is  all  work.  Stall  holders  worked  hard  this  year  to  make  their  stalls  interactive  
and  ‘Zumba  gold’  helped  participants  to  wake  and  shake  at  the  start  of  the  afternoon.  A  
tombola, consultation quizzes and craft activities for young and old provided a diversion from 
the workshops, stalls and presentations. Refreshments and a light  lunch kept both stall 
holders and tenant representatives fed and watered throughout the day. 
 

Did we achieve our aims?  
 

We checked our aims against the expectations of those attending. 
We asked people what they hoped to get out of the day. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What do you want from the day?       (101 returns)   
Get information 50% 
Learning from KFTRA and other TRAs to represent our community  20% 

Have a nice day out 15% 

Welfare information 5% 

Gardening information 4% 

Other 4% 

Diabetes 2% 
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Did participants find the event useful? 
Having checked that our aims and those of the people attending matched up we asked 
people what they thought of the day and what they found most useful: 

The majority of guests  who fed back were very happy with the day. Only one described it 
as poor and their concerns are now being addressed  by a multi-agency group including a 
local councillor. An action plan is being made and the formation of a TRA explored. 
The main learning points were that the day seemed very long and that the marquee was 
very noisy.  
 

What did the participants think of the workshops? 
A small sample of those taking part in the afternoon and morning workshops were asked 
their opinion on the activities. 

 

Better places to live event overall feedback 
Words used to describe the event  
Excellent (6) 
Good (8) 
Satisfactory (1) 
Poor (1) 

Useful (6) 
Informative (8) 
Enjoyable (1) 
Exciting (3) 

What we found most useful  
Attendance 
People mixing together 
Benefits 
Speaking to officer of the council 
Talking to tenants 
Meeting contacts for all Kirklees 
Found information needed 
 

CAB and Recycling food 
Got some good info 
Networking 
Nothing much really 
Street scene 
Range of information stalls 
Networking and making connections 
Useful info from stalls 

Other comments  
A noisy space (2) 
Great number of stalls 
Best yet 
Most were interesting and very social 
Great venue 
Better than last year 

Thank you very much 
All the stalls were really good 
A concentrated opportunity to meet and talk 
Workshops in the morning work best 
It has been good as every year 
Day to long 
Lovely but long day 

Streetscene workshops  

Excellent 5 
Good 5 
Poor 1 

Useful 4 
Informative 5 
Very nice 1 

I was able to put my ideas forward.  
I would have liked more examples and a 
question and answer opportunity / discussion 
Helpful.  
They listened to me and I learnt too.  
Great venue today thank you 

Cooperative 
Nothing being done for Chinewood re 
sweeping cleaning 
(Dogs) good entertainment for kids Lady at 
workshop was very helpful  
Something lacking 

Summary: All bar one rated the workshop as excellent or good. As before the concerns of 
the tenant who was dissatisfied are being addressed.   2 



Benefits workshop   
Words used to describe the session   
Excellent 14 
Good 10 
Average 1 
Not bad 1 
  

Informative 7 
Useful 6 
Very good information 2 
Frightening 2 
Very Helpful 1 
Interesting 1 
Horrifying 1 

Other comments   
Could not hear much because of the noise 
Lots of useful information 
Good information 
New point 
Confusion over what will affect older people 
  

Speakers all know their stuff 
Simple ways to explain things used 
Found out new information 
Speaker clear about what they were 
saying 
Shame nothing can be done about the 
bedroom tax 

Summary 
Everyone who expressed an opinion thought it was excellent or good 
People described it as useful and informative but found the content disturbing. They 
had  confidence  in  the  speakers’  expertise.  Noise  in  the  marquee  was  a  problem 

Stall holders feedback: 
Did you achieve what you set out to do? 72% yes 18% got close 

Was it a good networking opportunity? 100% yes 

Comments: 
Most people had heard of Pinnacle and Excellent homes for life 
Noisy venue (2) 
Good venue all our volunteers were looked after 
More table space please! 
Thanks a lot a useful and well organised day 
Fantastic event 
Pleased to find people recognised the Kirklees Passport and how many 
people are already using it. 
Well organised and well attended 
Cups with lids next time 
Reports of counterfeit goods received and complaints about rogue traders 
Really good venue and turn out of people 
Not many visitors to our stall but I hope they remember the safety message 
and pass it on. 
Another good event – good networking opportunity 

  
 Summary: Stall holders were happy with the event and the majority achieved their 
aims.  Stall were very interactive this year and with more services the opportunity for 
networking increased. TRAs had their own stalls to show case their activities this 
year. This gave them a focus for being there and help some gain the confidence to 
speak  

Stalls and stall holders 
A record 43 Stall attended this years event and they were all asked to think about why 
they were there and to tell us if they had achieved their aims. 
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What did the workshop holders think? 
 
We are awaiting a full report from Steetscene about what they learnt. Comments from the 
Benefits workshop suggested that they got their message across but the acoustics of that 
space made speaking and listening difficult. 

Reflections and lessons learnt: 
This years event had a fantastic attendance and a record number of stalls. 
Attendees and organisers shared common goals and worked all day to 
achieve them. The event was also fun as was intended and helped build 
closer links between Kirklees Council, KNH and the tenants movement. It 
was  a  chance  for  us  to  showcase  KFTRAs’  partnership  work  including  
receiving  an  award  from  Trading  Standards  for  the  ‘Financial  fitness’  training. 
 
A great deal of useful consultation material was collected and this should 
allow better forward planning of service delivery with effective involvement 
from tenants and residents. The Streetscene issues raised in the afternoon 
workshops  will  be  pursued  through  the  KFTRA  ‘Safer  Cleaner  Greener’  
working group throughout the year and the information picked up by TRAs is 
filtering down to TRA members all over Kirklees. 
 

KFTRAs Better Places to Live 2013 was a success 
 
What might we consider doing differently in future: 
 

Be aware that the main marquee regardless of where you are in it will be 
noisy. For interactive workshops break out space is essential.  

 
The event was a little too long. We should consider an earlier finish 

 
Post codes should be on the flyers 

 
We should look into lids for hot drinks as there were 2 incidents of spillage 
this year  

 
 
 
 
 The  work  goes  on… 

Pauline Leetham sharing what she found 
out at Better Places to Live with her TRA 
at Scholes. 
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Better Places to Live 2013 
Balance sheet 2013 

Income £ costs £ 
Pinnacle  (  £1000  per  year  /  5  years) 1000 Marquee  200 

Building services  500 publicity 250 

Tombola income from last year 140 Stage 100 

    Prizes (in kind) 0 

    Catering 675 

    Craft stall petty cash 90 

    Zumba 30 

    Toilet hire  150 

      

        
    Hidden costs   
    Management expenses ? 

    Staff time ? 

    Travel expenses ? 

        
Total £1640 Total £1495 
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